Help Us Help Them

Alabama’s Pets are Counting on You!

Support the ALVMF Spay/Neuter Program - Purchase an ALVMF License Plate

Help reduce the number of Alabama’s unwanted pets by purchasing a license plate, by contributing through your Alabama State Income Tax return and/or by donating directly to the Spay/Neuter Program at www.alvmf.org.

Approximately 75% of healthy, adoptable cats and dogs brought into Alabama shelters are needlessly euthanized…more than 120,000 each year.

You can help reduce these staggering numbers by purchasing an Alabama Veterinary Medical Foundation (ALVMF) specialty license plate from a local issuing office. The specialized tag is $50 (plus your regular fees) with proceeds going to the ALVMF Spay/Neuter License Plate Program to assist low-income families with the cost of spaying and neutering their pets.

The ALVMF makes it possible for veterinarians and animal lovers to partner in increasing awareness and raising funds to benefit our pets statewide. Help Us Help Them.

Donate to the Alabama Veterinary Medical Foundation

The ALVMF has developed animal welfare programs that contribute to reducing pet overpopulation, assisting animals in disasters, providing financial assistance for veterinary medical care, assist veterinary students and technicians by providing scholarships and enhancing the human-animal bond.

The Alabama Veterinary Medical Foundation (ALVMF) was established in December 2003 as a 501 (c ) (3) nonprofit to assist veterinary medical students and technicians by providing scholarships. Over the years, the Foundation has developed animal welfare programs that contribute to reducing pet overpopulation, assisting animals in disasters, providing financial assistance for veterinary medical care and enhancing the human-animal bond.

www.alvmf.org